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Interesting facts did you know

Rd. COM Knowledge Facts All editorial products are independently selected, but if you purchase something through a link, you may be compensated or receive an affiliate fee. MicroStockHub/Getty Images The do you know? fact is everywhere, but you may start to hear it over and over again on the back of a snapple cap or something. Yes, you know napoleon wasn't really that short and the frogs didn't
drink. But for the pleasure of your brain diet, here are many of the did you know facts you probably haven't heard of before. And for a cooler trivia, here are 100 interesting facts about basically everything. Symbu Daini/Shutterstock There are about 2 billion species on earth, with a high potential for 6.8 million species of insects. And up to 10 types of bacteria live inside each of these insects! David
Fisher/Shutterstock The story of an old wife we are attracted to people who look like their parents may be debatable, but the Duchess of Sussex shares more than just marriage. Apparently, they share ancestors dating back 15 generations. But they are not the first royals to marry and be associated - here are more royals married to their relatives. Plus, check out these less disturbing knew facts about the
British royal family. The strings of lapas77/shutterstock string instruments were originally made from the guts of animals like sheep and lambs. Now, equipment manufacturers have shifted to metal wiring. However, before metal, it was common for all stringed instruments to be made from the guts of animals that manufacturers were geographically available to. Find out the more disturbing facts you want.
Peony May/Shutterstock You Know the Story: A man spends a small fortune for a ring, kneels and pops questions. Well, in 1926, jewelers paired up with advertisers to sell the man gauge ring concept. Men's engagement rings had names like pilot, stag and master. Because of another did you know? fact, this is why we wear wedding rings on our fourth finger. Shutterstock It is rumored that Queen Elizabeth
will never wear the same hat again. If so, she waits years to wear one again and, obviously, there is a spreadsheet that records her exact outfit every day. So what does she do with all of those hats? If you don't make it to that exhibit, this spectacular timeline of Queen Elizabeth's wackiest hats will fill you in. The Devil's Horn hand sign thrown out at the Yuriy Bartenev/Shutterstock Rock concert can be
uncomfortable in other countries. In countries in Europe and South America, this sign of hand means that the male wife is unfaithful. The meaning goes back to the etymology meaning of cuckold, which is horn in Italian, Spanish and Greek. Here are the more common hand gestures that should definitely not be made in a particular place. Anton Gvozdzhikov/Shutterstock Inn20 years on, the future may be
eerily similar to Wall-E. Artificial intelligence expert Kai-Fu Lee said 40 percent of human work could be replaced by equally capable robots. And drivers may be the most affected. Fortunately, there are a lot of cool new jobs you can have in the future. There are a lot of quirky things that I think are under the Camilla Lara/Shutterstock Disney Park, but these are literally! Thanks to the tunnels, you won't see
Tomorrowland astronauts in the Old West-inspired Frontierlands. Find out if more Disney park rumors are true or false. Bitkin Oleksandle/Shutterstock Water is the mechanical oil of our body - it doesn't work without it. You lose about 8% of your body's water during the flight. This is because humidity in climate control environments can be as low as 10-15%. Check out the facts of these 50 planes that
you've always been interested in. Alone/Shutterstock You'll want your bass-heavy headphones for this one. Sensors on the NASA InSight lander on Mars picked up the first recorded sound of Martian wind through vibrations. The wind can be heard decibels within the human range with the help of headphones. Nat Legal Photographer/Shutterstock The current skin will be gone in a month - our skin sheds
between 30,000 and 40,000 skin cells every day. In fact, while reading this sentence, perhaps more than 100 cells had peeled off. But it rejuvenates as fast as it gets worse. Regular exfoliation twice a week helps to get rid of residual skin cells to make room for fresh layers. Find more strange human body features that you did not know existed. Nikolaitu/Shutterstock Tree Talk. Their roots are connected
through an underground network of fungi nicknamed the wood wide web, allowing them to share resources with each other. They talk by transmitting nutrients to each other through fungi. For example, the mother tree, or the oldest and strongest tree in the forest, shares some of her sugar with smaller, nearby trees. Calcutta/Shutterstock The secret to pain relief may be in your backyard. For centuries,
willow bark has been used as an alternative to aspirin. Salicylic acid, the active ingredient in the bark, turns into salicylic acid and is more stomach-friendly than commercially available aspirin. But before you throw out all of your aspirin, here are 7 home aspirin uses you didn't know. mimagephotography/Shutterstock Why do you smile when you have a photo? Since then, grinning at the camera has been
commonplace. A study comparing yearbook photos from 1905 to 2005 showed that lip curvature increased over time. See why you started smiling with photos and why you started reading cheese.The longest human neck is 7.7 inches and belongs to the Padowne women in the highlands of northwestern Thailand. This is about twice as long as the average human neck. As a cultural custom, the tribe
fashions heavy brass rings around the necks of women between the ages of 5 and 9, adding more as she ages. If you're into these knew facts, try some of these random trivia facts that you'll want to know sooner. Tuna was able to navigate the ocean at lightning speed before becoming rich carry/shutterstock sushi. The fastest speed at which tuna swim is recorded at more than 45km/h or about 28mph.
The majority of the film was staged, including its cast and environment. It burned the movie trail at the time, but most of the movies are full of forgery and fudge in the form of something, as we state by standards. Katz/Shutterstock The bigger your stomach, the more hot dogs you'll think you'll fit? Popular Science has expanded on the theory that writer contestants can eat their heavy competitors. The
inference behind this is that there is room for the stomach to expand without the skinny being blocked by a ring of fat. Here are more knew facts about competitive food. According to the LA Times, Hollywood Photo Archive/Media Punch/Shutterstock Rockabilly Music Pioneer Carl Perkins wrote the illustrious song, which sold 2 million copies before Presley covered it. According to Uncle John's bathroom
leader Wise Up, Perkins wrote the song in a bag of old potatoes. It's typical time to watch one episode of Sergiy Biknenko/Shutterstock Office. But in 2016, professional freediver Alex Segura Vendrel set this world record (literally) in a breathtaking attempt. Check out the wackiest world records in every state. Eric Issery/Shutterstock Like humans and fingerprints, each lion has a beard pattern unique to its
nose. In the late 60s, researchers performed a whisker hole identification method that included duplicate photos of a lion's nose on a standard grid. Here are 60 fun facts about animals you didn't know before. Dmitry Ma/Shutterstock Men with closed eyes, men who focused on men with eyes closed, the shipping costs were cheaper than train tickets, so according to the Smithsonian, some frud parents
chose this option. The newspaper featured funny headlines such as Parcel mail babies and Parcel post babies travelling along L&E railways. (It is prohibited today.) It's definitely one of the craziest things people've ever shipped. Way Home Studio/Shutterstock The intuitive reason humans flash 15-20 times per minute is because of eye lubrication. However, research suggests that it actually gives our brains
a break. These breaks last only a few seconds.The brain is idle and it's a chance to recharge. These 12 facts about our brains are not true. Dimazel/Shutterstockwell, only for about 15 seconds. It takes so long for humans to lose consciousness in space due to a lack of oxygen to the brain. In 1965, a technician was in a vacuum chamber and accidentally pressured the suit. He lost consciousness after 12 to
15 seconds, but the suit was re-pressurized in 27 seconds. According to Scientific American, the man recalled the loss of taste that began to boil the moisture in his tongue and lasted four days after the accident. Here is a little more knew facts about the universe. govindji/shutterstock Located in one of the coldest corners of the world, it is the global seed d'ault of Svalbard: the island of Svalbard between
Norway and the Arctic. This remote location allows for the natural permafrost cooling needed to properly store the world's largest collection of crop diversity. If the zombie apocalypse becomes a reality, or if the peasant fields start to dry out, this seed vault will come to the rescue. BEST-BACKGROUNDS/ShutterstockStuxnet is the MVP of computer viruses because per WIRED it can escape the digital
realm to cause physical destruction with computer-controlled equipment. It was also able to unlock computer-controlled locks in prison, according to National Geographic. According to frank60/Shutterstock Food and Agriculture Organization, these three simple and important ingredients make up the world's diet and provide the majority of the world's caloric intake. According to a report by Tiny
Photo/ShutterstockA 2018 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, men spend 49 minutes more on leisure activities each day than women. Research found that men spend an average of 5.7 hours a day engaged in leisure activities, while women spend 4.9 hours. It's not on our list of ways women are not yet equal to men, but it definitely warrants a mention. PeopleImages/Getty Images The most popular but
perhaps wrong theory is that yawning increases oxygen levels to the brain. A more plausible theory: yawning cools the brain. A study conducted on mice found that when mice are sucked in in the air, their jaws stretch and blood flow to the brain increases. This combination of cooler air intakes when yawning mixed with blood flowing into the brain is thought to eventually cool the brain. Reproductive viral
bacteria/shutterstock viruses are not creatures, they are inanimable and do not have cells. This means that, according to Discover Magazine, they can't turn food into energy, and without a host, it's just an inert packet of chemicals. Fotofreaks/shutterstockA men analyzed 1,300 songs from the top 100 charts in pursuit of patterns. When it comes to chords, he found that the most common key in music is C,
ranked at 26 percent. Key's favorite songs in C include Bruno Mars' When I Was Your Man and Hozier's Take Me to Church.After all, it's something that makes the world go around. In one study, eight out of 10 people in the music genre reported the word love as the most used word (except rap and heavy metal). Clothes like milchamoira/shutterstock skirts, tank tops and high heels make the job much
harder for women than for men. Men's suits can be easily padded, but barefoot can't. One stunt-to-man even admitted to using gel petals on his knee pads under skinny jeans. Yikes! Women's ultra-unrealistic behavior-related behaviors have made our list of ways movies are not like real life. Karangot Sergei L/ShutterstockResearch shows that goats are socially aware of their environment. According to
National Geographic, they can distinguish between the well-being and discomfort of other goats by hearing their voices. Check out these other facts about animals that you might be doing wrong. Kieran Jack/Shutterstock Obviously a fairly nutritious snack, jellyfish can fall prey to young green turtles. As you get older, green sea turtles become more herbid and away from eating something. In this video, a
young green turtle can be seen munching on the tenta touch of a jellyfish and swimming away. Here are some more bizarre and fascinating facts about jellyfish. Ahim Diver/Shutterstock Merlin and Dolly had a wild ride when they went on a cruise on the back of the crash. And the scene seems to have the basis of truth: sea turtles can swim at speeds of 35 miles per hour. After about 5 minutes in the
Villanor/Shutterstock tub, you begin to notice small wrinkles forming on your hands and feet. Why is that? Researchers speculate that it is the body's biological way to gain grip in slippery conditions. Champion Studio/Shutterstock May not be too far off when you say that the length and proportions of your hand suggest the attractiveness of a man's face. If a man's ring finger is longer than his index finger, he
is more likely to have a more attractive face per Atlantic Ocean. Brian C. Weed/Shutterstock It was not until 2014 that the drought exposed the apparent circular outline of Stonehenge. It is now in the form of a semicircle, but it is a mark that may indicate where the stone might have been given to the idea that Stonehenge was originally a fully formed circle. Learn about some ancient mysteries that have yet
to be solved. Vitaliy Matka/Shutterstock Nearly 70% of the earth's fresh water is stored in the coldest places on earth: glaciers and ice capes. Saran_Poroong/Shutterstock This simple and daunting game is said to be the oldest strategy game still being played. According to the American Go Association, the game started in China everywhere from 2,500 to 4,000 years ago. Check out the more fascinating
Knew Me facts about your favorite games. Srinil/Shutterstock at exactly 1.15 miles, this pizza was made, you guessed it, Italy. But how? In sweat250 chefs and about 4,409 pounds of flour. Photo Image/Shutterstock Speaking of long, the Mississippi River inspired one of the longest paintings in the world. Panorama of Mississippi was 1,200 feet long by 19th-century American artist John Bambard.
Unfortunately, after his death, the famous panorama of Bambard may have been cut out for the backdrop of the theater. Check out these secret messages hidden in famous paintings. Joseph Soam/Shutterstock The context of the earliest use of the word is unknown, but today it may refer to three alternative meanings: a sweet treat we know and love, a good-looking elf, or a member of the Girl Scouts.
Sadly, no one in the 1500s has to specify. Residents of Nenad Basic/Shutterstock, Alaska, must be the most avid consumers of vitamin D supplements as their town sees darkness for about 65 days of the year. The 65 days of darkness, known as polar nights, are due to their geographical location above the Arctic Circle. Here are some geographic facts that everyone is wrong about.
grafvision/Shutterstock If you need an extra boost in the morning, it's a good idea to reach for your tea-strong cousin: matcha. One cup of matcha, a type of green tea, packs in 280 mg of caffeine, and traditional green tea contains a meek 35 mg. This is eight times the normal amount. Many reasons for Mcimage/ShutterstockA contribute to whether a child is a vegetarian or not - and that's mostly what
parents are willing to cook. According to the New York Times, nearly 2 million children ages 8-18 are vegetarians. Marina Sun/Shutterstock The world's oldest love poem, written in 2000 BC, was kept without importance in a drawer in a Turkish museum until The Schemer scholar Samuel Noah Kramer saw it. The world's oldest love poem, engraved on a clay plate, tells the story and theme of beauty and
love that remains in modern poetry. But not so much in these funny poems that will benefit your day. Shuttertakan/Shutterstock You'd think toddlers were creating them! According to CNN, passwords also come in at fairly high rates. The data is obtained from a list of national cyber security centres in the UK that have analyzed passwords around the world. Needless to say, these are super crackable
passwords. Bradaki/ShutterstockA was surveyed by the National Science Foundation in 2012 for a total of 2,200 Americans. The numbers were astonishing: one in four incorrectly replied that the sun was going around the Earth. Brush up on science facts you didn't learn at school. Tetas Group/Shutterstock Everyone in your family wonders why they leave after a huge meal? Most comfort foods contain
carbohydrates, carbohydrates contain amino acids called tryptophan that can cause drowsy. . . These 12 fast food facts are actually wrong. Tom Fakler/Shutterstock All these common words are rooted in Arabic. Romantilasporski/Shutterstock and the use of this excessive toilet paper are affecting our forests. National Resources Defense Council report described 'tree-to-toilet'It concludes that the
consequences for indigenous peoples, precious wildlife and global climate are catastrophic. If the coronavirus pandemic and lack of toilet paper switched to bide and you never want to go back, maybe that hard truth will. Photo Spirit/ShutterstockA A survey by Delhi's Center for Developing Social Studies and the German foundation Conrad Adenauer Stiftung found that 84% of Young Indians are
commensurate with marriage. If you love these did you know facts, try these tricky trivia questions that only geniuses get right. Originally published as November 02, 2020 2020
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